


Safety and Important Instructions

Place the Soundbar in a cool, dry and clean place,
free from vibrations.
Do not place any objects such as vases full of
liquid, on top of the Soundbar.
If liquid or a foreign object enters the Soundbar,
stop using it immediately, turn it off and remove
the plug from the mains supply.
Warning: There is uninsulated "dangerous high
voltage" inside the Soundbar. To prevent electric
shock, do not remove the cover or the rear plate
yourself.
Do not open the housing or try to repair the
Soundbar by yourself otherwise the warranty will
become invalid.
Only use a soft, dry cloth to clean the Soundbar. In
extreme cases, mild detergents poured onto the
soft cloth can be used to remove stubborn dirt.



Product Overview

1. On/Off/Mode 

2. Play/Pause 

3. Next/Increase Volume 

4. Prev/Decrease Volume 

5. 1GB-32GB USB input  interface
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Rare Panel

Rare Panel- Wiring Diagram

1. AUX input interface

2. Optical digital audio inout interface

3. HDMI(ARC) input interface

4. External subwoofer output interface 
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Remote Control

1.ON/OFF
2.MUTE
3.PLAY/PAUSE
4.PREV
5.DECEASE VOLUME
6.TREBLE-
7.BASS-

8.MODE
9.BASS+
10.REPEAT
11.TREBLE+
12.NEXT
13. INCREASE VOLUME
14.EQ
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Battery Installation



Press the MODE Button repeatedly to
switch to bluetooth mode, after the
white indicator will blink and will display
BT mode along with the BT mode sound.

Turn on the Bluetooth on your device

and
search for CB-Blaze B600 Once found,
click on it to pair.
If the pairing is successful, the unit will
make a sound connected.

The LED indicator on the soundbar shows the current
mode, which correspond to the source the oundbar is
playing from.

Bluetooth mode

Modes and operating instructions
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Play your sound source equipment (like a TV or
computer) with the soundbar. 

For this mode an optical audio connecting cable is
 needed (not include in the list of accessories).

Connect one end of the optical audio connecting
cable to the optical output interface, and the other
end to the optical input interface of the Device. 
Press ‘MODE’ key repeatedly to switch to optical
mode, after which the white indicator will show
‘OPT’ mode on the soundbar along with the Optical
mode sound. 

Optical Input Mode



USB Mode

Insert a USB memory device to the
USB port.
Press mode button repeatedly on the
remote control to switch to USB
mode.

Ensure that your USB is stored with
MP3 Audio.
Use the controls on the soundbar or
remote control to make adjustments
Pause/Play and switch between
Previous/Next Track.
Replay: Replay single track by

pressing
Replay Key once or all tracks by 
ressing Replay key twice.



HDMI ARC Mode

Connect one end of the HDMI(ARC) audio connecting
cable to the HDMI output interface, and the end to
the HDMI input interface of the soundbar.

Switch the sound source by pressing the mode key
repeatedly or the HDMI('ARC') key on the remote
control, connection will be indicated with the white
light with 'ARC' on the soundbar.
To switch to HDMI mode, after which the white
indicator showing the 'ARC' mode, Set the sound
source audio to HDMI setting.

Play your round source equipment with the device



Play the audio from sound source equipment.

A 3.5 audio connecting cable is required (included in
the list of accessories).

Connect one end of the 3.5 audio connecting cable
to the audio output interface and the other end to the
3.5 AUX input interface of the soundbar.

Change the Sound Source by pressing the MODE Key
repeatedly to switch to 'AUX' mode after which the
white indicator shows with 'AUX' mode status on the
soundbar.

AUX IN Mode



Troubleshooting
No power supply
Check the adaptor connection to the Soundbar as well as
mains supply. Check whether the Soundbar is turned on.

Placing your soundbar

Place the Soundbar on the table Wall mount the Soundbar

No sound
Check whether the volume is turned to the minimum.
Check whether the mute key is turned Off.
Check whether the correct audio source has been
selected.



Troubleshooting

Note

If the problem still cannot be resolved after going
through the above checks, please contact Crossbeats
Support team.
Do not open the housing to try to repair
the unit yourself otherwise the warranty will become
invalid.

No sound when bluetooth is connected for the first time

Check whether Bluetooth is paired with the unit

Remote control does not work.
Check whether the battery power is low; if yes, replace
the battery.
Check whether the remote control receiver on the main
Soundbar is sheltered.



+91 9611293293 +91 9611293293

suppor t@crossbeats.com


